Tiger Cub Basics
	
Welcome to Tiger Den Basics! In this session, you will be shown steps and best practices for you to make the most of your Tiger Den.

Adult Training

Every Scout deserves a well-trained leader! Weather you are the Den Leader or an akela, training is imperative. The more information you have, the better you can help your Scout. All parents in the Tiger Den should be encouraged to do any training that they can. Unlike the other dens, all Akelas in a Tiger Den are the leaders!
Training Opportunities-Monthly District Roundtable, www.myscouting.org (E-Learning)-YOUTH PROTECTION TRAINING! Den Leader Fast Start, This is Scouting, Leader Specific-Tiger Cub
Literature-Den & Pack Meeting Resource Guide, Tiger Handbook, Academics and Sports Program Guide, How It Works, Den and Pack Ceremonies, Internet

Beginning Scout Year Priorities

Training-Any adult attending meetings or outings with the pack MUST be Youth Protection Trained ASAP. This is a non-negotiable!
Den Discipline-Rules must be set up for your den as soon as possible for the safety of the Scouts. See the next section for more details.
Bobcat-The first step in Cub Scouting at all levels is the Bobcat. The
Bobcat Rank MUST be earned before the Tiger can begin earning his Tiger. Earning the Bobcat badge should be a combined effort of the Tiger, Akela, and den. Encourage your families to complete the Bobcat Rank within 1-2 months of joining the Pack.
Uniforms-All Scouts should attend meetings and outings in a Class A uniform shirt with the proper patches. If financial difficulty is an issue with the Scout's family, attempt to work with them towards a solution. Uniforms define Boy Scouts of America and should be worn properly (clean, tucked in, buttoned).

Den Discipline

Den discipline is a cooperative process where the boys behave in such a manner that both the boys and the leaders win: both achieve their objectives. The boys have fun, do exciting new things and feel good about themselves. The leaders achieve the aims of scouting, the boys are safe and they all get through the meetings with a minimum of damage and tears.
Den Rules-A good practice with den rules or "Code of Conduct" is to start as you mean to continue. At the Boy Scouting level, patrols (the Boy Scouts equivalent of dens) are "Boy Lead", meaning the boys govern themselves. Show an example of this to your Tigers by allowing them to assist with creating the Den Rules. Generally, the boys have super ideas! Steer them in the direction of around five to ten Den Rules. Once they have been decided, I encourage you to find a way to make a visual reference of these for the Tigers, such as a poster or printed list on a chalkboard. Be prepared to add an extra rule or amend a current on if you find that something more or less is needed for safety and discipline. (Example: "No hitting" become "No hitting or kicking")
Pack Rules-Become aware of the Pack Rules. The Pack Rules take precedence over Den Rules. Avoid confusion by ensuring that Den Rules do not go against Pack Rules. (See attached for examples of Pack Rules)
Consequences-Decide the same day as the rules are chosen what the consequences of breaking the rules are. Many past leaders can give you advice on possible consequences and how to track the broken rules. The most important thing is to decide on a way and stick to it. I 	have heard of Den Candle, marble jars, counting, star charts, and many others. Find what works best for you, the other Akelas, and your boys and be prepared to enforce it. (See attached for Jessica's Countdown)
Akelas-Be sure that all Akelas understand that in the Tiger Den an adult is required by BSA to be with the Tiger at all times.

Tiger Den Meetings

Den Opening and Closing Ceremonies-Begin and continue the habit of always beginning and ending the meeting with a ceremony. For instance, always being the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance and the Cub Scout Promise. Always end the meeting with the Law of the Pack and the Cub Scout Motto. This will be a good way of reinforcing the aims and purposes of Cub Scouts.
Den Activities-Always plan your meetings in advance. The more prepared you are, the smoother the meeting will run. Practice a craft or project at home first to make sure it will work correctly. Plan the meeting to have some sitting and active time alternating to avoid boredom. Boys are active and require some physical time or they may act up.
Den Snacks-Depending on the time of your meeting, your den may or may not decide to begin a tradition of a Den Snack. This is not a requirement. I recommend asking your Tiger Akelas to agree on the decision. If a snack is agreed on, create a sign up or assign weeks to families in the den.
Den Crafts-Crafts are a big part of Cub Scouting! If you have a craft that fits the theme you are working on, do it! Plan ahead, test it at home, prepare the Tigers the week before for the activity. If it is a messy activity, make sure you are in a location of your meeting facility that the mess can be cleaned up. Avoid ruining the carpet with paint or the tables with hammers. Note: Tigers cannot earn their Whittling Chip and cannot use any cutting instruments except scissors. If you are painting or using anything that can stain, a clean garbage bag with a head hole cut in the bottom makes a foolproof smock.
Cub Scout Monthly Themes- The Pack Meetings will always be focused on the Monthly Theme, taken from the 12 Core Values. If you are able to reinforce that month's theme, please do so. Using the Tiger book to follow the monthly themes in Fall and Winter would look like this:
September - Cooperation - Achievement 3
October - Responsibility - Achievement 1
November - Citizenship - Achievement 2
December - Respect - Achievement 4
January - Positive Thinking - Achievement 5
February - Resourcefulness - Blue and Gold Banquet
You can also follow the prepared weekly Den Meeting plan found in the Den and Pack Meeting Resource Guide.
Tiger Outings-With each Achievement come a "Go See It" where the Tigers are asked to go out into the community and visit a location. These are:
Achievement 1 - Library, Museum, or historical site.
Achievement 2 - Police or Fire Station
Achievement 3 - Amateur or professional Sporting event
Achievement 4 - TV or Radio Station, or newspaper office
Achievement 5 - Take a hike
If you are able to work with your Pack Outings Coordinator to do some of these during the monthly pack outing, it would be wonderful. You may find yourself in a position of needing to organize an outing to one of these locations for your den without the pack. Meet with your Cubmaster, Outings Coordinator, or the person in the pack designated to fill out Tour Permits before leaving the facility. Be sure to allow up to three weeks for the Tour Permit to be filed. Always carry the Guide To Safe Scouting when you are on an outing.
Pack Meetings-You may be asked to contribute to a Pack Meeting. This could include leading a flag ceremony, performing a skit, or planning an event. Be prepared to contribute.
Scout Recognition-At any time possible, you should make sure that the scout feel they are doing a good job. Use your words to reward them, such as "Great job!", "I'm so happy you're here!", "I really like how you did that!" etc. You should also utilize Immediate Recognition Kits. Encourage your Akelas to keep you up to date on what the Tiger has earned at home. Make sure that whatever the Tigers earned in your den or at home is turned in to the Achievements Coordinator so the boys receive their awards at the Pack Meeting.
Blue & Gold Banquet-Depending on your Pack, you goal should be to have all of your Tigers finished with their Tiger Rank by Blue & Gold Banquet. This is usually in February. You can use the month of February to begin your Electives and contribute to Blue & Gold Banquet.
Tiger Electives-Tigers can begin receiving their Elective Recognition Beads after they are awarded the Tiger Rank at Blue & Gold Banquet. They can work on them all year, if they want, but cannot receive any beads until after they get the Tiger Badge. You can use some of the electives when completing the Achievements as a den, if you like. (Example, Elective 23 is to find out what kind of milk your family drinks and why. This can be done during Achievement 3 when you make a food pyramid.) Electives are a fun way to spend the last few months of your Tiger year.

Beyond The Basics

Extra Awards-Encourage your Scouts to be earning other Scout awards, including, belt loops and pins, Leave No Trace Award, Cub Scout Outdoor Activity Award, Emergency Preparedness Award, and Religious Knot. This can be done all year.
Tiger Akelas-All Tiger Akelas should be encouraged to participate. Assign months for each Akela to be Den Leader or begin a weekly rotation. Note: Have a backup meeting plan just in case an Akela forgets or gets sick.
Most important! Remember that Cub Scouting is "Fun with a Purpose". If the boys aren't having fun, they won't want to be Scouts. Give them a great experience and they may be Scouts for life!

Pack Rules
(Note: This is an example. Contact you Cubmaster for your pack's rules.)

1) Buddy System
2) Treat others the way you want to be treated
3) Leave no trace
4) No running
5) Bring your Handbook to every meeting
6) Scout sign means silence
7) Respect and courtesy at all times
8) Obey the Scout Law and Promise
9) Follow the Ten Commandments
10) Do your best!


Jessica's Countdown
(Note: This can count for an individual Scout or for a whole group)

The Scout gets a "One"-This is an official warning. It means that I have asked the Scout at least once to stop doing something that is against the Den Rules. I do not give a "one" unless the boy has been previously warned that meeting.

The Scout gets a "Two"-The Scout is continuing to break the rule or is disrupting the Den Meeting with another infraction of the Rules. This is their final warning.

The Scout gets a "Three"- This is an automatic timeout. The Scout is removed from the group to a chair off to the side (within view of at least two Akelas) or is placed in another Den for a period of time. Once the allotted time is completed, the Scout and Den Leader or another Akela must discuss the Scout's behavior and how he should behave in a Den Meeting.

The Scout gets a "Four"-The Scout is asked to leave the Den Meeting for the week. His Akela must take him home. Note: I have personally never had to give a "Four". The first three counts have always solved the problem.
						

